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Editors’ NotesCancer Stem Cells in a Sticky Position?
Just like other stem cells, cancer stem cells need appropriate supportive interactions to survive and contribute to tumorigenesis. In
this issue, Lathia and colleagues looked at glioblastoma patient samples to search for new tumor markers. They focused in on integrin
a6, a cell-adhesion molecule that binds to laminin in the extracellular matrix (ECM). It turns out that integrin a6 is more than just
a marker—blocking its function with antibodies or siRNAs inhibits the self-renewal and tumorigenicity of GSCs. So, as Corsini
and Martin-Villalba discuss in the accompanying preview, ECM interactions seem to play an important role in the GSC niche, and
integrin a6 signaling is a potential target for glioblastoma therapy. In a second preview connected to this theme, Shiozawa and Taich-man cover a different stem-cell-niche interaction and its contri-
bution to tumorigenesis; they discuss a recentNature paper that
provides clear evidence of an important role for the cellular envi-
ronment in tumorigenesis in the hematopoietic system.
It All Comes Down to Epigenetics
It’s hardly news that chromatin organization and epigenetic
regulation play important roles in stem cells, and particularly
pluripotent stem cells, but it’s also clear that we still have a lot
to learn about how such mechanisms contribute to stem cell
regulation. Three papers in the current issue approach this over-
all topic in different ways. One, from Hawkins and colleagues,
takes a direct approach and compares the epigenomic land-
scapes of hESCs and primary fibroblasts. They find that the
chromatin structure of approximately a third of the genomediffers between these cell types, largely because of the expanded repressive domains found in somatic cells. Tang et al. also
took advantage of genomic technology to look at the changes that take place in gene expression as mouse embryonic inner cell
mass (ICM) outgrowths adapt to culture conditions and become bona fide ESCs. Using RNA-Seq analysis at single-cell resolution,
they identified changes in metabolic profile, miRNAs, and epigenetic regulators that all appear to contribute to maintenance of the
pluripotent state. As Marks, Veenstra, and Stunnenberg discuss in their accompanying preview, this study complements a recent
Developmental Cell paper that used a similar approach to look at early mouse embryonic development and has interesting connec-
tions to other recent work on signaling interactions and chromatin organization in pluripotent cells and early embryogenesis. The third
paper, from Golding and colleagues, again takes a comparative approach, but this time looks at retroviral silencing in stem cells rep-
resenting the three different lineages of early mouse embryos. We already knew that ESCs have robust silencing mechanisms; the
new work shows that trophectoderm stem (TS) cells, surprisingly, do not silence retroviruses, but extraembryonic (XEN) cells have an
even stronger silencing mechanism than ESCs. Screening to look for regulators of that pathway highlighted a number of chromatin
remodeling factors, plus Argonaute proteins and small RNAs. In a fourth more tangentially related piece, epigenetic mechanisms are
involved by inference rather than by direct examination, given their key role in regulating pluripotent cells. In a Forum article, Mu¨ller
and colleagues take on teratoma assays and highlight the variability that exists in how these experiments are conducted and pre-
sented in papers about derivation of human pluripotent cells. They conclude by suggesting that the field would benefit from devisinga teratoma assay standard. Do you have thoughts about that? If so, feel free to
share them by using our online comment system.
Adult Neural Stem Cells Get Moving
Two papers in this issue give us new insights into the regulation and potential of
adult neural stem cells, and thus yet more evidence that an aging brain still has
life in it. Lugert and colleagues looked at the role that Notch signaling plays in
adult hippocampal neurogenesis. Surprisingly, they found distinct pools of
NSCs that respond in different ways to neurogenic stimuli—exercise activates
one population and seizures another. The decline in neurogenesis associated
with aging seems to be due to loss of active NSCs in one of these pools, but
quiescent cells remain and with appropriate activation can give adult neurogen-
esis a boost. As Breunig and Rakic highlight in their preview, it will be interesting
to look at the relationship between these different cell populations and the
different roles that they play. Liu et al. look instead at a more specific level and
characterize an miRNA-based pathway that promotes adult NSC proliferation.
They show that the transcription factor MBD1 regulates the expression of several
miRNAs, one of which, miR-184, in turn regulates Numblike, forming a pathway
that helps balance NSC proliferation and differentiation.Cell Stem Cell 6, May 7, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. xi
